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I. IN~R~DUCTIOF~ 
Let K be a field of characteristic different from two and let K’ be its mul- 
tiplicative group. An element a of K’ is said to be basic if a $ + K” and the 
quadratic form X2 + aY* represents more than two square classes in the 
field K. The set 
is said to be the husic part of the field K. It is known that BK is always a 
subgroup of R’ [ 1 J. 
The importance of BK for a lield K stems from the fact that the value sets 
of forms X2 + aY2 with a E BK determine completely the Witt ring WK of 
the field K and also, what is left behind behaves very simply: every 
a E K’\37K is birigid, that is, both X2 + aY2 and X2 - aY2 represent only 
two square classes in K. Determining the structure of the basic part of a 
field becomes thus a desirable goal. 
An interesting result in this direction has been obtained by Carson and 
Marshall [2, Corollary 2.63. Write V,(u) for the value group of the form 
X2 + aYZ in K’ and put 
XI = V,(Q) and Xi+, = u { V,( -x): XEX;\K”) (1.1) 
for i & 1. Their result is as follows: zy a & --R* and 2 -C IX, /KS21 < x3, then 
Bjy= &Y,x,ux,x,x,. (1.2) 
This covers all fields K with finite square class group K./K2 and also some 
others fulfilling the assumed finiteness condition. 
In this paper we determine the structure of BK for typical fields K with 
infinite group K’jK’* and, as a rule, not satisfying the finiteness condition 
on X,/K’. The classes of fields discussed here include all global fields, all 
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purely transcendental extension fields and all sublields of real numbers. 
What appears to be interesting is that the determined structure of BK turns 
out to be considerably simpler than Carson-Marshall’s result (1.2). In all 
the cases, except for subfields of [w, we get simply SJK = X, and for sublields 
of R we prove PJK = X, u -X, when a < 0 and BK = X, u -X, when a > 0. 
We also point out (in Sect. 6) that the results proved here confirm 
Marshall’s conjecture on nonreal preorders in the cases where none of the 
finiteness conditions assumed in [2] and [lo] is satisfied. 
We will use the terminology and notation explained in this Introduction. 
Recall that Ke2 denotes the subgroup of squares in K’. The value group 
V,(a) will also be written V(a) if K is unique in the context. We will use 
the term rigid element to mean an a E K’ with 1 V(a)/K”l= 2. The elemen- 
tary fact: a E gK, a $ -K’2 3 V(a) c BK, will be used several times, 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K be an arbitrary field of characteristic not 2. Fix a E K’ and put 
X, = V(a). Then for b E K’ we have b E X2 if and only if there exist A, B, 
CE K such that 
b=A’-(B2+aC2) and B2+aC2$K2 (2.1) 
The following identity will be used to get the representation (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.2. For every a, b E K’ we have b = A2 - (B2 + aC2) for 
A=(ax2+b+1)/2, B=(ax2+b-1)/2, c= x, 
where x is arbitrary element of K. 
We observe that in order to satisfy (2.1) we have to find an x E K such 
that 
is not a square in K. That this is plausible in the general case and holds 
indeed in many special cases follows from the next result. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let K be an arbitrary field of characteristic not 2 and 
a, b E K’. Let 
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(i) f has a root in K iff -aE K2 and bE K”. 
(ii) f factors into the product of two quadratic polynomials over K iff 
-atzK2 or bEK’2 or -abEKS2. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If -a, b and -ab are nonsquares in K, then f is 
irreducible over K. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3 will be omitted since it is a piece of elementary 
algebra involving only equating coefficients of equal polynomials. To make 
clear the sufficiency of the conditions we only remark that f has the 
following presentations: 
f=(aX2+b+1)2-4b=(aX2+b-l)2+4aX2 
= (ax’ - b + 1 )2 + 4&X2. 
3. GLOBAL FIELDS 
It is well known that global fields do not have any rigid elements and so 
SK = K for every global field K. Thus we are interested in the structure of 
K’ relative to the sets Xi. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be any global field (of characteristic not 2) and 
aEK’. LetX,=V,(a)andX,=U {VK(-x):xEX,\K’*}. Then K’=X2. 
Proof: Step I: Normalization, If K is an algebraic number held, we let 
RK to be the ring of integers in K. If K is a finite extension of F(t), where F 
is a finite field and t is transcendental over F, let R, be the ring of elements 
of K which are integral in I (cf. [S, pp. 348-3501). Since V(a) = V(ac2) for 
any CEK we may assume a E R,. If -a E E;-‘, then V(a) = K’ and so 
--x E V( -x) implies K’\ -K2 c X,. Take an x E V(l)\Ke2, then 
-1~ V(-x)cX, and so -Kv2cX2. So we will assume henceforth 
-a#Ke2. 
Now, we take an arbitrary b E K’ and try to prove b E X,. Again we may 
assume that b E R, and b 4: K” (since the squares sit in X,). We can also 
assume that -ab $ K”, for otherwise b E -aK’2 c V( -a) c X, if a # KS*, 
and if aE K”, then b E -Ka2 c V( -x) c X,, for any nonsquare 
x E V( 1) = V(a). Summing up, we assume 
a,bER, and -a, 6, -ab#K2 (3.21 
Step II: Representation. We use Lemma 2.2 to find a representation 
b = A2 - (B2 + aC*) with an arbitrary x E K. To ensure that b E X2 we will 
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prove that there is an x E R, such that f(x) is not a square in K. Observe 
that (3.2) and Corollary 2.4 guarantee that the polynomial f is irreducible 
over K. 
Step III: A number theoretic argument. To prove that j-assumes a non- 
square value in K we use Propositions 1 and 1’ from [9]. They assert that, 
if f assumes only square values, then f = g2 for a polynomial g over K {in 
number and function held case, respectively). However, this contradicts the 
irredu~bility of $ 
We offer here a second direct proof in the case of an algebraic number 
field. Since f is irreducible over K, g.c.d.(f, f’) = 1, and so there are 
polynomials r, s E R,[X] such that rf+ sf’ = m # 0, for a certain m E RI,. 
We denote by @ the set of all prime ideals in RK which do not divide 2dm, 
where d is the discriminant of K. 
It follows that for p E 9, 
(i) if p=O (mod p), where p is a rational prime, then p & 0 
(mod p”), and 
(ii) iff(a)=O(modp) for some EER~, thenf’(a) -f O(modp). 
We will now prove that such E E RK and p E sd do exist. Our normalizing 
assumptions (3.2) allow us to use a classical theorem (cf. [6, Satz 1691) to 
the effect that there are infinitely many prime ideals p in R, such that 
Thus there are also such ideals in B. Fix one such p E 9. Then -a and b 
are squares in the field R,/p, and by Lemma 2.3(i),fhas a root in the field 
R,/p. So there is an a E R, such that f(a) = 0 (mod p). Now let p / p, where 
p is a rational prime. Then f( cL + p) EE f(a) = 0 (mod p). On the other hand, 
f(a + p) -f(a) E pf’(a) (mod p*), hence if f(cr + p) Z~(IZ) z 0 (mod p’), 
then it follows pf’(a) EZ 0 (mod p*) which is impossible for p E 9. Thus f(a) 
orf(a+p) is not divisible by p2 and so one of them is not a square in K. 
As shown in Step II, this furnishes a representation of b in the form 
required for an element of 1,. 
Remark. The argument in Step III is a modification of the solution to 
Problem 114 in Polya-Szegij [S, Sect. VIII], tailored to the case of a num- 
ber field. For a far reaching generalization of the original problem see [3]. 
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4. PURELY TRANSCENDENTAL EXTENSIONS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be an arbitrary field of characteristic not 2 and let 
K be any purely transcendental extension of F. For an arbitrary a E K’ put 
X, = V,(a). Then 
K’=X,=z?3,. 
Proof.. We will prove first that K’ c X,. So let b E R’. Both a and b are 
rational functions in some Y,,..., Y,, n 3 0, belonging to a transcendence 
base of K over F. Without loss of generality we can assume that a and b are 
polynomials in Y, ,..., Y,. Let 1113 0 be the degree of a in Y, and k > 0 be 
the degree of b in Y, . Take x = Yi + ’ and consider the representation of b 
given by Lemma 2.2. Suppose B* + aC2 is a square in K. Then there is a 
~lynomial T in Y, ,..., Y, such that 
A2-b=B2+aC2=T2. 
Thus, for degrees in Y,, we have 
k = deg b = deg(A’ - T’) = deg(A - T)(A + T) 
>degA=m+2(k+l)>k, 
a contradiction. Hence B2 + UC’ is not a square in K and b E X,. We have 
proved K’ c X, and so K’ = X,. If a is basic, then X2 c gK, hence BK = K’. 
Thus for every a E K’ we have X, = gK, as required. 
Theorem 4.1 covers all rational function fields, in particular those over 
real closed fields which are of primary interest in quadratic form theory. An 
interesting (but not very deep) corollary to 4.1 is that if F has some birigid 
elements (so that .G@~# F’), they lose their rigidity over K. 
5. SUBFIELDS OF o;P 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K be any subfield of real numbers with IK/K”I 2 4. 
Let aE K’ satisfy a < 0 and -a ff K”. Put X, = V,(a). Then 
(1) K*=X,u -X,. 
(2) if IKK’/K’*j 3 8, then K’ = aK. 
Proox (1) Take any b E K’, b > 0, and use Lemma 2.2 with an 
arbitrary XEK. Now 4(B2+aC2)=(ax2+b+1)2-4b=f(x), and 
-(b + 1)/a is positive. Choose a rational number x sufficiently close to 
t-P+ 1)/a) , ‘j2 then f(x) < 0 and so f(x) certainly is not a square in K. 
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This proves b E X,. Thus all positive numbers in K are in X, and all 
negative ones are in -X,. This proves (1). 
(2) If UE@~, then X, w -X, t .B, and by ( 1 ), we get K’ = BK. If 
a &: BK, then both a and -a are rigid, Thus X, = V{ -a), and since (1) still 
holds, K= V(-a)u -v(--a)* Since ---a is rigid, this implies ~K’/K21 ~4, 
contrary to the hypothesis. This proves the theorem. 
remarks. (1) Focally real algebraic number fields fall under 5.1, but 
our earlier result 3.1 is more precise: BK = X,. 
(2) Any Archimedean ordered field is embeddable into R and so obeys 
fi) and (2). 
(3) The conclusion (1) cannot be strengthen to K’ = X,. In fact, 
according to Elman and Lam [4, p. 11871, for any integer c 2 1 there exists 
a SAP field K contained in R! and having 2’ square classes. For t = 3 the 
quadratic form scheme of such a field is given explicitly in [7, p. 300, 
Case VI]. Using notation of [7], it follows that by choosing Xi to be 
either V(a) or Y( -b) or V( - ab), one always has BK # X,, 
One may ask whether the choice of a E K in 5.1 has any influence on the 
structure of SK relative to the sets Xi. It turns out it has. If /K/K21 > 8 and 
we start with a rigid element, for example, the chance of getting 5.1( I ) is 
nil. The following records what happens when a is chosen differently than 
in 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be any subfield of real numbers with IK’/K”( 2 4. 
Let a~ K satisfy a> 0 and a$ K2. Put X, = V,(a). Then 
(1)” s=x,u -x,. 
(2)’ if fK/i’\ 2 8, then x’ = i2&. 
ProofI Since a 4 K2, we have V( -a) t X,. Put now a’ = -a. Then 
a’ < 0 and -a’ 4 K2 and so a’ satisfies the assumptions for a in 5.1. It 
follows now from 5.1 that (t )’ and (2)’ hold. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let K be any subfield of real numbers with /K/K’“\ 2 4. 
Let a E K*’ and assume 1 V,(a)/K21 2 2. With X, = V,(a), we have 
(1)” K’=X,u --A’,. 
(2)” K’ =iBK* 
Pro& For -a’ E Y(a)\K’, we_ have n’ < 0, -a’ $ r2 and -a’ E Xi. 
Thus V(a’) c X, and a’ satisfies assumptions in 5-l for a. Hence (1)” 
follows. Moreover, a’ f gK since 1, - 1, a’, -a’ lie in distinct square classes 
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and are all in P’(a’) (we have V(a) = V( 1) and since -a’ E V( 1 ), we con- 
clude - 1 E I’(a’)). It follows X, u -X, c BK and so (1 f” implies (2)“. 
Remark. We show by two examples that the conclusions ( 1)’ and (1)” 
are best possible. First, consider a field corresponding to the Case II in [I?‘, 
p. 2991. With notation of [7], if X, = k’(a), then X, does not contain -b 
and -ab so that -X, cannot be avoided in the union in (I)’ of 5.2. 
Second, consider a field of Case V in [7, p. 3003. Then with Xi = V( 1) 
exactly the same thing happens as above and so -X, has to occur in (1)” 
of 5.3. That the two fields can be taken as sublields of R follows from the 
structure of their quadratic form schemes given in Theorem 2 of [7]. 
6. APPLICATION TO NONREAL PREORDERS 
In this section we will work in the group of square classes G = K/K“ 
and will consider the value groups V(a), the sets Xi and the basic part aK 
to be subgroups or subsets of G. We will use the same symbol for a E K’ 
and for its canonical image in G. 
A ~o~reQ1 preorder in G is a subgroup 5 of G with - 1 EL?” satisfying: 
a E 5, a # -1 =P v(a) c F. M. Marshall conjectured that if a nonreal 
preorder Y contains a nonrigid element, then it contains all nonrigid 
elements and so a, c Y. This conjecture has been verified by Carson and 
Marshall [2, Corollary 2.71 in the case when there is a nonrigid element 
a~9 such that V(a) is finite. This is always the case when the group G is 
finite. In [lo] we have proved the conjecture for nonreal preorders 5 
having finite index in G, for arbitrary field K. 
The results of previous sections confirm the conjecture for fields without 
any finiteness conditions on square classes. More specifically, if Y is a non- 
real preorder, LZE 5, a# -1 and X, = I’(a), then X,u -Xz c Y and 
x,u -x,c9-. Thus Marshall’s conjecture holds true whenever 
BK c X, v -X, or L%~ c X, v -X,. According to the results in Sections 3, 
4, and 5 this is the case for all global fields (of characteristic not 2) all 
purely transcendental extension fields (of characteristic not 2) and all sub- 
fields of real numbers. 
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